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Gravitationally bound systems suh as globular lus-ters, early-type galaxies, and lusters of galaxies lie onthe fundamental plane (FP), relating size (e�etive ra-dius), luminosity (average surfae brightness) and ve-loity dispersion. The FP for early-type galaxies wasbuilt by Djorgovski & Davis, 1987, ApJ, 313, 59 andothers. To determine these properties for 94 groups andlusters of galaxies we onstruted pro�les of umula-tive distribution of number of galaxies as a funtion ofsquared lusterentri distane. Suh pro�les (Kopylov,Kopylova, 2015, AstBu, 70, 243) allowed us to determinethe virialized part of the systems, to evaluate the bak-ground orreted luminosity and e�etive radius whihontains a half of the total galaxies. The work is doneusing arhival data from SDSS, 2MASX, and NED at-alogues. Obtained by the method of least squares theoptial FP of groups and lusters of galaxies in Ks-bandalong the longest side of the plane, the e�etive radius,is: LK ∝ R0.70±0.13

e σ1.34±0.13.The X-ray FP is:
LX ∝ R1.15±0.39

e σ2.56±0.40.The satter in the X-ray FP are 2.5 times more thanthose obtained for the optial FP. The opial FP ofsystem of galaxies is onsistent with FP of early-typegalaxies. A omparison with the FP of lusters of galax-ies (Shae�er et.al., 1993, MNRAS, L21, 263, D'Onofrioet al., 2013, AN, 334, 373) showed that the form andoe�ients are almost the same within the errors. Theexistene of the luster FP relation implies a regularityin their formation proesses: galaxies must have formedor fallen in all lusters in a similar way. Also any trendof luster mass-to-light ratio must be taken into aountfor a proper interpretation of the observed saling rela-tions. Other luster saling relations obtained by us are:
LK ∝ R0.74

e σ1.69(MX/LK)0.28;
LK ∝ σ1.79±0.11, the Faber-Jakson relation;
LK ∝ R1.62±0.15

e , the KR.
Fig.1

The FP (in SDSS r-band) derived by the regression relative

to the log Lr for 2111 early-type galaxies (red circles) from

rich clusters and for 94 groups and clusters of galaxies (blue

circles) (z < 0.1). This edge-on view is along the longest side

of the plane, the effective radius.

Fig.2

The optical FP for groups and clusters of galaxies shown

along the log LK. The rms scatter of the FP is 0.15.

Fig.3

The combined X-ray and optical FP for groups and clusters

of galaxies shown along the log LK. The rms scatter of the FP

is 0.19.


